Endurel direct drive
Centrifugal Pump

Centrifugal Pump
Speed Range:		
0-1475 RPM (with VFD)
Voltage:			
575AC/480/3 Phase/60 Hz.
Motor Duty:		
Inverter
Inlet Diameter:		
3” to 8”
Outlet Diameter: 2” to 6”
Impeller Diameter: 11” to 14”
Coupling:			Direct
Motor Rated Speed:1200 RPM
Seals:				Mechanical or Packing
		

The direct drive Centrifugal Pump by
Endurel
Features & Benefits
Endurel uses inverter duty motors instead of the
regular non inverter motors.
The units are manufactured to meet customer voltage
requirements including 480 / 575 VAC / 30 – 60 Hz. The
pumps may be run across the line or using a VFD.
Motor bearings are designed to handle impeller side
loads associated with both vertical and
horizontal mounting positions. The motor shaft has been
extended and a C flange motor end plate added to
compensate for the increased shaft length. This
facilitates the installation of the pump and impeller
directly on the end of the motor shaft.

The motor has lifting eyes on the end of the shaft as
well as two (2) extra eye bolts on the side to enable
lifting in either a vertical or horizontal position.
The motor is wound for 1200 RPM and this provides more
torque for a given HP.

Example: 1200 RPM 50 HP has as much torque as A 1750 RPM 60 HP
Example: 1200 RPM 60 HP has as much torque as A 1750 RPM 75 HP
Example: 1200 RPM 75 HP has as much torque as A 1750 RPM100HP

On belt driven units there is no side load from the belts
and pulleys on the pump bearing.
There is no need to gear down with belts and pulleys as
the motor is set to run at 1200 RPM or at 0 – 1475 RPM
with the use of a VFD.
Less maintenance and easy accessibility to packing unit
The complete unit has a smaller footprint when mounted
in a vertical position.

Cost effective & Safe
		-Does not require any guards
		
-Does not require any hub’s for the pulley’s
		
-Does not require belt’s or Pulley’s
		
-No bearing assembly on the pump itself
		
-No swivel plate on the motor mount thus no
		
turnbuckles to adjust the belts in between
		
the pump and motor
		
-No Belt or Pulley alignment needed
		
When using a VFD motor can be ran slower to
		
increase seal life
		
-Can use a larger pump and run it slower
		
because of extra torque to make pump seals
		
last longer.
		
-Substantial fuel savings due to reduced
		
motor size on the pump
		
-reduced noise level on both the motor and 		
		 pump
		
-Explosion proof design
The mechanical seal packing area has an additional
2” of length creating more room for working on the
mechanical seal or packing if required.
The direct drive motor is the same motor, shaft, and bell
housing that is adapted to the following pumps:
			
5 x 6 x 11 Impeller
			
5 x 6 x 14 impeller
			
6 x 8 x 11 impeller
			
6 x 8 x 14 impeller
Topco utilizes the same parts for both the 5 x 6 pump and
the 6 x 8 pumps and this includes the same motor that
allows for any HP configuration.
25 hp -30HP - 40hp - 50hp - 60hp - 75hp - 100hp or bigger if needed

All series 250 centrifugal pumps have the same wear
plates, stuffing boxes, impeller locking bolts, and
mechanical and packed seals.
The Endurel Direct Drive Pump uses the same impeller
sizes and gaskets (11” and 14”) on the 5 x 6 and the 6 x 8
pumps.
Topco also uses the same flute from one pump size 5 x 6
to the other 6 x 8. The only difference is the inlet and
outlet sizing of the pumps.

Topco has trained technical staff prepared to answer
customer questions about the Endurel Direct Drive
Centrifugal Pumps.
Please do not hesitate to contact us or go online at
www.topcooilsite.com.
Another innovative Endurel product from Topco Oilsite.
Endurel builds great products with great people
(who care about our customers.)

250 series pump curve charts

250 series pump curve charts
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Endurel Service Centres
Edmonton
Distribution centre

clairmont wsp
centre

red deer service
centre

redcliff service
centre

9519 28 ave
edmonton, ab
t6n 0a3
P: 780-436-3400

9021 - 99 st.
clairmont, ab
t0h 0w0
P: 780-567-2398

7920 edgar
industrial way
red deer, ab
t4p 3r2
P: 403-341-4417

114 elbow drive NE
Redcliff, ab
t0j 2p0
P: 436-526-3321

